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Introduction 
 
Making Headroom chronicles a half-year of weekly trips to a nearby Benedictine 
monastery, where words are spoken slowly, as though the point is to hear them, take 
them in not to see how many can fit into an already bustling space. It's the kind of place 
where the next thing is glad to wait as long as it takes and even the bell rings into a 
hush. 
 
I've gone in the hope that the stillness there would teach me stillness here, learning to 
meet him in the quiet so I can meet him in the noise. 
 

This is making headroom, one week at a time. 

 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Week One  

We file through the door past the office, past the video in the foyer playing the history of this 
Benedictine community, past the sign on the wall urging Silence Beyond this Point. 

Can such a thing be enjoined with just four words? Would that it were so simple. 

Our entrance stirs the chapel, a mild commotion surrounding our each dropping into a seat and 
rummaging through the row of books lining the rack at each place. Seven? Each? A green 
notebook, a brown one, and a white one. Four other bound volumes. 

I don't find a Bible. Should that be as odd as it feels? To come looking for God and expect to 
find Him without His own Word in my palm? 

We'll use the white notebook for prayers and Gloria on page 55 of the black book, the graying 
brother tells us, his loose black sleeves draping over the books as he lays a ribbon to mark the 
open pages and makes room for another on the shelf in front of us. 

How complicated is this going to get? I second-guess coming to this place. I'll bumble through 
the liturgy, neon "Baptist" sign flashing over my head. This is more chaos, less stillness. What a 
mistake. 

My friend the Lutheran pastor whispers to the monk who helps us situate in the pew: You have 
the B Team here, you know? 

It's okay, he says. I'll be right behind you. 

It's when we finally settle in with the books all arranged that I lift my head and look across the 
room. We sit opposite a cluster of monks in the pews on the organ side. The near-midday sun 
pours in through a row of stained glass far above my head, teasing out colors that now play in a 
soft blur, mixing with the creamy swirls of the marbled stone wall. 

Did He put the colors there for me? So I'd have somewhere to  fix my eyes in this out out-of-
placeness I feel? 

Even the bell tolls into a hush as the priest walks the length of the chapel to his chair. We we 
read from the psalter, alternating one side of the room after the other, voices low. 

The words drag out in monotone, a deliberate rhythm that doesn't care to rouse. 

God needn't be out-talked. He needn't be kept awake. 

Words echo and ricochet around the cavernous room until they fall muted to the floor and collect 
as dust on our feet to be walked back out. 

The bell rocks back in an apologetic tone as thirty minutes tick on the clock. I sigh aloud. 

There is so much room. Room enough to find God? 
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Hear the Slow Pace  

 
As you join us in prayer, please recite softly enough that you can hear the 
slow pace we use. 

[From the inside flap of the prayer book] 

 

Supper  

I look forward to the day when we can invite you to supper. 

[A brother's comment following the Eucharist. He invited us to lunch, instead.] 

 

Week Two 

I come alone today, half reluctant. I'm the outsider -- unfamiliar, uncertain. This place is not 
mine. It does not know me, nor I it. 

But if this is to be a practice, it must be practiced. Not poked at, experimented now and then, but 
practiced. In time, I imagine, the awkward shadow that leans away from my frame may fade. 

For now, I duck my head, keep my eyes to the floor and slip through the narthex and into the 
chapel. Glancing up just briefly, my eyes meet with one of the brothers. His register faint 
recognition. I take my seat and remember the clouds that buried the sun on the way here. The 
colors don't dance on the wall and I don't know where I'll put my eyes today. Where will I look 
during the stretches of silence that offer relief to a harried spirit but press the consciousness of 
self hard onto me? 

Again I wonder if the whole practice is a mistake. Why not be like everyone else and look for 
Him wherever I am? In my office, in my church, in my living room. It's a noisy world. He can 
work with noise. 

It's crowded today. I notice myself more. That's not the point. Noticing me. The man sitting next 
to me checks messages on his smart phone. Why come all the way out here for a midday 
service just to dork on a cell phone? That's not the point either -- noticing this guy beside me. 

I'm here, so I may as well make the most of it. I'll read, and pray, and listen, and breathe in the 
quiet. But is God even coming today? 

We're singing the hymn, the one the gracious monk opened for me. I'm mumbling the words, 
trying to pick up the melody because I don't know the song. I've never heard it. The way I have 
to bobble along through the liturgy -- words well known to others but stuck to a Protestant 
tongue that's too large for my mouth -- it will be my undoing. 

Is He coming? Or is He enjoying a good chuckle from a safe distance away? 
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The answer emerges from the hymnal.  

Trumpet, sound a note of gladness 
Christ, our Lord, is with us here 
As we gather to adore Him 
He among us now draws near 

I'm weeping, and I don't  finish the hymn. 

 

Unnoticed  

The monks shuffle feet in two lines toward the door, lifting barely air enough to ruffle their black 
and white robes. I breathe smoke from the candle, snuffed, before I slip away quiet, unnoticed 
and unknown. 
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Week Three 

I pass the Abbot entering the monastery today. He's dressed in street clothes, a walking stick in 
his hand and a sweatshirt draped over his arm. 

I should realize he's going out. 

I don't.  

I slip into an empty chapel and sit.  

And sit. 

No one comes. I hear no preparation for the Eucharist. No pouring, no clanging of metal plates. 
No whispers echo off the stone walls. No bell calls to worship. No monks slide their feet across 
the tile floor 

I sit alone, feeling as out of place and self-conscious with no one else here as I do when the 
monks and worshipers fill scattered seats around me. I consider staying by myself and am 
overcome with dread that I shouldn't be here at all. Who gave me permission? 

I tiptoe back out to the receptionist and ask if perhaps there is no day prayer today. "It's All 
Saints," she says. "Mass is at 5:00 today with vespers." 

All Saints Day. Of course. I should have known. Why didn't I know? I suck at the Christian year. 
Andrew Byers' words gnaw at a sore spot at the back of my brain: 

Why had no one ever pointed out these brilliant instances of literary intercalation in 
Mark? Why had I never heard about Anthanasius? Why had I never recited the Nicene 
Creed? How could I have attended church for two decades and never learned about the 
Babylonian exile?* 

It feels as though I wrote those words myself and pasted them into his book. I want this intimate 
relationship with God that's fostered in my own, familiar faith community that values the 
personal aspects of the Kingdom, salvation, and life with God. 

But I sense I have gone years and years knowing nothing -- nothing -- of rich ancient traditions. 
So many who have walked before in their own place and time and way. Have I nothing to gain 
from them? Do I have only my own modern answers to life's ills and grappling in faith? 

Jesus, help me. Have mercy on me. 

I want to know. 

I ask the receptionist if it's all right to sit quietly anyway, and she says of course. 

But what will I do? I remember that for all the books in the rack, not one is a Bible. The rest of 
them are a puzzle. It's like walking into Betty Crocker's kitchen and not knowing what a 
cookbook is. I calibrate. If last week was Week 2, then this is Week 3. I pull the green binder 
and open to Tuesday. 
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I read the office, alone, slowly like they ask. 

Clouds move here and there, and the light plays on and off through the stained glass. I finish the 
office, sit up in the chair and stare steady at colors spread across the bricks. The sun covers, 
the room grows dark and the orange and blue and green dance one final two-step before they 
slip away. 

*Byers, Andrew J. Faith without Illusions: following Jesus as a Cynic Saint. Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 2011. Print. 

 

Kyriale 
 
With no one peering over my 
shoulder, I explore the books in the 
rack and stumble upon this musty 
old book of Gregorian chants. 

I do not attempt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week Four 
 
I sit in the car outside and notice it's quiet. 
 
I mean, quiet. There's a true void where sound might tend to be. Here in the hills away from 
town, away from the highway, away from activity, the silence makes my ears ring. It tears away 
with the bell's peel and I make my way inside. 
 
A brother greets me -- by name, though it's been three weeks since we spoke. I feel welcome. 
He begins pulling books for me and I ask the secret to knowing which. He smiles and turns to 
the center to decode the sign for me. "Oh dear, the board is gone." 
 
He shows me where to read the weeks, how to find the days, and tells me there will be no hymn 
today. "Our organist is away." 
 
This same brother will hold the massive book of Scripture and prayers when the priest reads 
from it. And he will carry it the full length of the room to place it on the lectern when the time 
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comes. Here I am conflicted. The sacredness with which these men handle the Word of God 
puts my tendency to drop my Bible onto the desk or toss it onto the car seat or stuff it into my 
backpack a bit to shame. But at the same time it seems to hold it at a safe distance. It has to 
be carried in a special way by a special person and can't sit here with me in the pew. 
Inaccessible comes to mind. 
 
Is there a middle ground? Something not so cavalier yet still within reach? 
 
The inner turmoil won't last long before we're reading from the Psalter and I fall into it. Hearing 
the words, slow-paced, deliberate, echoing off walls and pews like the leather of a drum 
stretched taut. 
 
This is where he meets me, time and time again. All this place is unknown and my ignorance 
bleeds a trail with every step. But meeting him in the quiet place where the Word is all one 
hears, this I'll always know though even on foreign soil. 
 

In this slow reading, where the monotone drags, the Word speaks its own drama, unaided by 
cosmetics of human inflection. Its authority is gentle. Its crispness strangely soothing. 

 

Week Five 

I'm late and I resist the urge to reset the cruise control a few miles faster than the speed limit. It 
seems it would be a disappointment to just about everyone for me to get cited for speeding on 
the way to a midday liturgy. I force myself to take longer breaths as I see the bell tower rise 
above the trees on the south side of the highway. 

I'm cutting it close. But the time is what it is and I cannot make it go slower. 

The irony is not lost on me that I race frantic down the road, all anxious and agitated, so that I 
won't be too late to sit still. 

I've missed the bell and I slip in, conspicuously, just as the service begins. 

Lord, have mercy. 

Christ, have mercy. 

Lord, have mercy. 

Indeed. Perhaps the timing is good. 

I look for the signboard to begin the book sorting. It's been set around the corner, out of sight. 
The organist is the presiding priest today, so no worries about a hymn. A round of mental eenie-
meenie between the green and brown binders starts and the pony-tailed monk approaches with 
an open green binder. He offers it in exchange for the one I'm fumbling with, and I'm grateful for 
the save. 
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They don't know me here, but they know I haven't a clue. And they're gracious with that, patient 
to help me find what I need. 

But I need God. Can they help me with that? 

In the pauses today, I find him. Between the droning Psalms, after the antiphon, they leave 
stand a long silence. It hangs like a curtain no one is anxious to split apart. 

The Gospel reading today tells of Zacchaeus, and I find myself feeling just like him. Shimmying 
up the tree so he could see Jesus, only to have Jesus standing at the trunk ordering him back 
down so they could dine together. 

Even if you can't see past the crowd, I'm here. Even if the bustle and noise drown out my 
whisper, I'm here. Get out of the tree and just meet me for dinner. 

 

Week Six 

Peace to all who enter. 

I come rushing and nearly late again, and I double-step as the placard makes it into my 
peripheral view. 

This is why I come. 

For peace. 

We read Psalms 118 and 52 for the office, only 118 sounds more like 119 and I remember last week 
when we read Psalm 89 it was really 88, and this confuses me. Why are they o sequence? Who's off 
-- me or them? 

When the rest go to the altar for the Eucharist, I stay back again. I can go and receive a 
blessing instead of the bread. We did, once. It seemed to confuse the priest who presided that 
day and I'm less aware of myself back in the pew. I drop the kneeler down while they pray over 
the body and blood, and God and I transact a bit by ourselves. 

As the priest makes his way back to his seat down the long passage from the altar, he pauses, 
placing his hand on my head to offer a blessing. Just when I sense I don't belong in this place, 
he reassures. 

And then a brother invites me to lunch. 
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What Makes Me Breathe 

Week after week, these words,  
inside the prayer book,  
are what make me breathe. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week Seven 

I'm on time today. In fact, I'm well past Twin Brooks before I realize I've driven more than a mile 
or two, and soon enough I see the tower in the trees. I'll be sitting in the pew before the bell. 

There's a gentleman headed for my usual seat. The gathering here is quite small, often only 
two, three, maybe four civilians in the room with the monks. It's not as though there are not 
plenty of places to sit, but I like this one. I'm sandwiched between monks so I can follow their 
voices but usually the seats around me are open. I find some security in the open space. 

He turns, and I recognize him from other visits. He's the fellow who always leaves the altar 
during the Mass to come back to my seat to share the peace with me. He motions across the 
aisle and with some reluctance, I follow him and sit with the others. 

Is it so bad, really? To sit right amongst God's people when I meet him? 

The seats are quite wide, with upright wooden dividers between them. I convince myself it'll be 
okay. My safe bubble will not pop. Today. 

I'm grateful that it's the first week of Advent and I actually know it. I pull the book myself -- the 
one marked Advent - 1 & 2. It's been Ordinary Time since I started this practice, and figuring the 
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week has been something of a gamble. 

All by myself, I find Week One. I find Tuesday. I find Day Prayers. And I find myself not just a 
little bit excited. 

I pull a long ribbon and lay it across the page. I don't want to have to find it again. 

My smallness meets me nose to nose today and I discover, perhaps, just one of the reasons I hear 
him here. 

I bring nothing to this table. 

In my own faith community, my own church, I put on and take off hats from the moment I walk in 
the door -- an hour before anyone else besides the pastor. I have a list of responsibilities as 
long as my arm. Every time I think I've cleared my plate I rush the potluck table to load it up 
again. 

I serve there  and I want to. But I start to sense a bit much of my own importance in that. What if 
I didn't do this? What if I forgot to do that? 

I begin to fancy myself indispensible. I have worth to my community because I o er what I can 
do. 

In this place, I show up. That's all I have. 

I follow, and clumsily at that. I do not lead. 

I bring nothing. I offer nothing. The morning goes on like it always does whether I make an 
appearance or not. No one looks to me. 

It is, if perhaps I can say this way: the place where I come with empty hands. 

And yet I leave with them quite overfull. 

 

Week Eight  

It's in the pause that the chafing is most acute. It was just a mild irritation, but under the 
magnifying glass of silence, throbbing redness is hard to overlook. 

Partway through recitation of the Psalm there sits the antiphon. And then the pause -- one 
single moment in which everyone in the room stops. There is in that long moment nothing but 
air hanging. No side-glancing in search of one who is to be on next. No watch-checking to see if 
the gap will delay the end of the service. No anxiety over the lapse of time. 

The pause, it seems, is the brick wall. It is what finally stops me and my spinning and brings me 
present. 

Today, at the pause, I draw a deep breath through my nose and meet stale nicotine, sweat and 
onion next me. The silence and the scent expose my irritation. I'd come in, taken my seat and 
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located the reading for the second week of Advent when a brief bit of commotion between two 
monks ended in an arm motion to me to slide across the aisle. To the row I don't prefer. To the seat 
in the middle of the row I don't prefer. To an elbow not just on my right, but now also on my left when 
the kind gentleman was motioned in after me. 

In the silence of the pause, I looked for a salve to sooth the flesh worn tender by my own 
straining against being told what to do, and when, and where, and how. The process is not mine 
to order. The place is not mine to command. 

The ointment, it seems, smells of stale cigarettes. And I still smell it this evening. 

 

Week Ten 

I arrive right at the five-minute bell. The wind whips and the clapper strikes the lip of the bell, 
both with such force that I grab the side of the car as I get out, afraid they'll knock me to the 
ground. My head lls with sound and all of a sudden I don't remember why I thought this was 
such a quiet place. Holy mother of pearl. Make that thing stop. 

I run from the noise through the glass doors and as they close behind me the sound drops into a 
muffle and I can hear myself breathe again. 

The chapel has been rearranged. I don't notice it right away. I notice the brother sitting where I 
wish I could but haven't been permitted to in weeks. I know where I am to sit and cut behind him 
through the next row and plant myself in a seat with one open between me and the next fellow. I 
could be comfortable here, I think. Space on either side. When the priest enters I notice his 
chair is now in the middle, not against the far wall. 

It makes sense, I suppose. It cuts his walking distance in half. And it keeps the worshipers 
closer together, not allowing folks like me to start a protestant sprawl across the open pews. 

Learning to sit in silence means pushing into discomfort. Just like breaking in a new pair of Levis 
means wearing them when they are still a little crunchy and chafe against the skin. Breaking in 
the mind and body to be still means letting it be uncomfortable -- staying still past those 
moments where it feels natural and pushing the boundary out a little farther each time. Now the 
priest will walk only half the distance. The stillness will shrink, not stretch. 

I'll have to push myself another way, that's all. 

We're reading Psalm 87 for the office again. (Well, Psalm 88 by my read.) 

What on earth has Heman's despair to do with Advent waiting? I ponder the question as we 
read. Learning to wait makes no sense to us, we who can make happen what we want, when 
we want. 

We try to mimic the waiting of Israel but we don't know how. We're waiting for Immanuel, and 
we think we know what he looks like. We know he arrived to the smell of sweat and blood, dirt 
and dung in a stable. And now we wait less for his arrival than we do the sight of children's 
bright eyes or the scent of roasting turkey on Christmas morning. 
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But Heman was still waiting in his time. Israel still awaited her consolation. She had no idea 
when it would come, how it would look, and Heman had lost hope. I suppose in a way it's a 
perfect Advent meditation. A better picture of the desperate waiting, the need for real hope, the 
gut-knotting awareness that if God didn't do something, all was truly, fully, eternally lost. 

Me? I just get itchy for a date on the calendar. I fake the waiting, a mindless ritual because I 
don't know what it is to wait desperately. If I can get into Heman's head, perhaps the waiting can 
become more real than mimicked. 

 

Week Eleven 

All have become corrupt, depraved. 
 
There's something about how this phrase reads in monotone. Maybe it's how the last two words 
run together like one even though they fall at about the place where I want to take a breath. 
Maybe it's the idea describing a person as corrupt, depraved but without so much as raising an 
eyebrow. 
 
The words distract me most times. I scrunch up my brain hoping to retain some phrase from the 
liturgy, even one that is repeated throughout, and corrupt, depraved seems always to be the one that 
sticks with me. 
 
Always. 
 
Because it seems that week after week, the words work themselves into the o ce. I scramble 
through my retained Psalm knowledge and wonder if it really comes up that often. 
 
It's not until this week it finally dawns. The Psalter runs a four-week cycle. I have the same 
problem with my own Psalter at home. It's how they're structured. If you're going to pray the 
hours with the Psalms, it's going to be cyclical. They spread out through the lauds, day prayers, 
vespers and compline. And they repeat the cycle every four weeks. 
 
Which creates the conundrum: If one doesn't do all the hours, one gets only a cross section of 
the Psalms. And if one doesn't do all the days, the cross section is sliced even thinner. I can 
adjust for that at home, and read the lauds at midday or midday at vespers. But I can't very well 
ask the good men of the Abbey to flip a centuries-old practice so I can have a little more variety 
in my liturgy. 
 
It pins me flat on a familiar wrestling mat: Do I get tired of hearing God say the same thing over 
and over? 
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Week 12 

I debate coming today. I've been battling the flu. Digestive version. The extended lunch break 
will set my desk further behind. But it seems there will always be an excuse at the ready, and 
who knows what next week might bring. So I drive. 

I pass brown fields along the highway amidst a strange stillness for my part of the country. The 
wind barely blows today, seems it hums instead of howls. The trees don't bend and brace 
against its usual icy pressure. I look at the green-lit thermometer on my dash and shake my 
head that it's January and still 45 degrees. As I turn up the winding pathway through the trees, 
dried blades of grass, burned by sun and wind into a dirty amber, shiver and lean into one 
another, awaiting their white winter quilt that is so late to arrive. 

I'm in first. The brother who is so often my gracious host seats me. In the middle of the row. And 
I remind myself I'll live despite the potential people in my bubble and the lingering nausea from 
the weekend. 

We're a pair of verses into the day prayers reading when my back pocket vibrates hard against 
the wooden pew. How could I be so stupid? I never get a signal so far into the hills; I neglected 
to turn off the vibrate alert on my phone. Breathing echoes in this vast empty room with the cold 
stone walls. What was I thinking a phone would do? 

I let the first two-buzz alert go, hoping it had not disturbed anyone. But then came the call. After 
four buzzes against solid wood, I yanked it from my jeans pocket, shoved it into my down vest 
and folded myself over on it, hoping my body mass would absorb the sound. 

It didn't. 

Two more buzzes and another phone call later I successfully shut the blasted thing off, all the 
while lying on top of myself and pretending it was quite normal while I continued an emotionless, 
monotone recitation of a portion of Psalm 119. Somehow I wonder if the ridiculous posture was 
at all persuasive to God that I only wanted to meditate on his wondrous works. 

I built my very own circus tent, complete with trapeze artists, in a library. I flee the noise, and 
become my very own distraction in the sanctuary. 

 

Pilgrimage 

We read from the 119th Psalm. And I try with all my might to remember the antiphon. After last 
week, I don't dare have my phone along to snap a picture or type in a note. So I rely on an 
impaired memory. 

During my pilgrimage I have obeyed all your commands. 
Something ... something ... blessing. 

His leading during this pilgrimage has been quite simple. 

I trust I have obeyed all his commands. 
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Week Thirteen 

It's the feast day of Saint Anthony. I can't say I know much of the man, though I lived for a time 
in a city with his name. But today I'm grateful for him if for no other reason than the mass is 
fuller. Not in attendance, but in how it feels. It just feels fuller. We'll sing a hymn. And that's been 
a while. And we'll sing the liturgy instead of reciting it. And that, too, feels more full. 

I come looking for space. But at times I sense the need more to see the space filled. Today is 
one of those times. 

I'm wondering today if my presence here disturbs. I'm more aware than usual that there are no 
other women here. Very occasionally, yes. But most days it's all men, both monks and civilians. 
Is that bothersome to any of them? 

Does my ignorance offend? What of my willful non-participation? It's not anything striking or 
disruptive. But I don't bow at the altar before I take my seat. I don't make the sign of the cross at 
the appropriate times. Though I'm free to join the brothers at the altar for the Eucharist, though 
not permitted to partake, I stay in my seat because it just seems less awkward. 

But I wonder today if it crawls under anyone's skin that I come time after time and limit my 
engagement. 

I don't realize that I stopped thinking during my time there alone in my seat. I had listened, 
watched, recited when it was time. And when it grew silent I bowed. I don't remember God 
saying anything. I don't remember saying anything. I think we were just there, together, enjoying 
each other's company. 

As I sit, bent over toward the front of the pew with my face in my hands, I feel the priest's hand 
on my head and hear him murmur a blessing. 

I don't hear him approach. And I am not startled. 

 

Week Fourteen 

I am not focused today. I believe it is my schedule which distracts me most. Not that being here 
really helps with all of that. It sets me further behind. I want to believe that pushing through 
helps in the end, that the practice of quiet here cuts away from the distractions and does a 
stilling work in my soul that would pay dividends in my being more productive later. 

I'm not sure it works that way. I don't think I can keep putting an A + B = C formula on every 
decision I make. Being here will set me behind. Period. 

Can I live with the fact that I will have chosen the better thing and still get jammed up on my 
productivity? 

What ever happened to following God being costly -- not the assurance that for every good 
choice I make today all my efforts to follow will prosper? 

I'm staying for lunch today. Consider me further behind. 
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I read a thoughtful sermon of Spurgeon's on Sunday. He wandered off the immediate subject in 
a way I had not expected, warning anyone within earshot of the dangers of repetition and 
recitation and anything with the slightest potential of becoming rote. 

I get that. 

But I feel a little twinge of something here sitting in the pew, like he'd be angry to find me here, 
for my monotone expression, for repeating back the same words I'd done the week before. 

Yet, I know that as soon as I get to the car, I won't be able to remember the antiphon. I won't 
remember the text. I won't remember which Psalm is speaking to me in this moment. And it's 
speaking. 

I need the repetition, it seems. Even with it I can't retain the words He's whispering in my ear. 

 

Books, Now Freed 

On the way out today, I stumbled upon a table. 
On the table were many books. And a sign that 
said "FREE BOOKS." 

I felt it was the least I could do, to free some of 
these books. 

Four accompanied me home. 

I feel rich. 

 

 

 

Week Fifteen 

It's Heman's week. The way I figure, this is my fourth time though Psalm 88 with the brothers. 
Heman has always had his place for me, but I hadn't ever meant to spend quite so much time 
with him. 

I don't mind, though. The regular return to his lament, his unrelenting darkness, his inescapable 
sense of abandonment { in some odd way I find this comforting. I remember my own need to sit 
in the lament now and then. Even here, straight-backed in a hard wooden pew where the words 
of his anguish ricochet o cold stone walls. 

Heman ends in despair. His last words do not return to hope. And yet I consider as I listen, as I 
recite, that while he speaks as though he's convinced God had stepped out of the room, he 
continues to pour out his heart, to talk to the one he believes had walked away. 
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And I wonder if he believes it at all. 

Heman says he's gone numb. That's the word the Psalter's translation chooses. He's felt 
enough pain, abandonment, danger and fear that he can no longer feel what he feels. 

I mumble along with the words, but his numbness stays with me. I listen to the story of 
Absalom's death, of David's grief over his son. I listen to the account of Jairus' grief over the 
impending death of his daughter, of the woman who languished through years of bleeding. 

And we repeat, Listen, Lord, and answer. 

I don't hear the words in between. But I hear this line as we sing it back. Listen, Lord, and 
answer. 

I sense my own numbness as I hear the words. Oh, how I grow dull to it myself. 

My eyes burn, unexpectedly. I squint back a tear, wondering where it came from, and I continue 
on. 

Listen, Lord, and answer. 

 

Week Sixteen 

I pull into the parking lot and I'm talking. I've been conversing on the phone all the way here. 
Usually I'm trying to persuade my brain to wind down during the drive, but today I'm visiting. It 
feels good and right. The conversation is important. 

Just as we're about to conclude, the five-minute bell begins to ring and I pop the door open, 
stick my head out into the cold and ask my friend, "Can you hear that?" 

I hope my headset can pick up the clanging, deafening where I sit but muffled through 
Bluetooth. She can hear it -- hear something anyway. 

I jump out and jog up the walk, notice the table of musty "FREE BOOKS" is still in the narthex, 
and make a note to stop and browse again on the way out. 

I'm a bit of a slouch, like to slide down in my seat most times. I find when I'm here, I sit straight, 
awkwardly so. It seems wrong to slump into my compartment in the pew. Maybe disrespectful? I 
just never know quite what to do with myself. Where do I put my hands? Where do I fix my 
eyes? The consciousness of self seems great again today. 

I opt for straight ahead, seeing the sun is painting its stained glass designs on the wall across 
from me today. It's such a colorful contrast to the brown swirls on the sandy colored stone. I 
wonder to myself what kind of rock it is with this highly pronounced grain. 

Just above the color mosaic is one brick I've not noticed before. The grain is tinted deep red. It's 
completely unlike the others. Why just the one? 
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We listen to the reading from 1 Kings 8. Solomon is dedicating the temple. And he recognizes 
that God cannot be contained in heaven or on earth. 

Cannot be contained. 

I've been reading Eugene Peterson, his thoughts on liturgy as means of connecting the whole 
community of God's people. I pair that with this uncontainable God and know that he is no more 
contained here in this place than he is in any other where they read the same text, pray the 
same prayer, share in the same bread and cup. 

 

Ransomed 

Ransomed. 

Healed. 

Restored. 

Forgiven. 

From today's hymn. Is there a finer, truer song, anywhere? 

 

Week Seventeen 

I turn the radio on as I drive. Just long enough to hear Christine Romans, in for Suzanne 
Malveaux, with the headlines. I turn her off. Nothing personal, Christine. But I forgot the quiet for 
a second there. I don't need background noise. 

When I'm ready for the news, I'll listen to the news. 

It's the seventeenth week I've sat in this pew. It's felt like five. Maybe six. Twenty-one days, they 
say, makes a habit. What does seventeen weeks make? 

I'm beginning to sense the rhythm and sway of a stone that on the surface shows no movement. 
I come without a sense of time, no clock ticking it away, but respond to the sound of the bells 
almost without awareness. 

No one says, "Stand up." No one says, "Take your seat." Still, I move in time to the hollow notes 
without a Protestant hiccup. If I could only know by feel which volume to pull from the rack, I 
could enter the full ebb and flow without hesitation, not rubbernecking to my neighbor's book to 
be sure I'm on the right page. 

Though I couldn't tell you later the order of the liturgical process, my spirit remembers the 
rhythm in its practice. And this is good. 
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The space opens to meet my deep need for it. My soul sits unguarded in the stillness, the kind 
that doesn't cloud my eyes over as I look for Him. 

One of the other priests presides today. The rich depth of his voice carries me into the Word 
and I imagine him standing, instead of in his formal vestments at the altar, in the front of a tent 
revival meeting in a gray suit and thin black tie. His baritone reverberates off the limestone walls 
and I can almost hear him say, "The buses will wait." 

He doesn't. But he may as well. 

He delivers a homily from Mark's 8th chapter about the yeast of the Pharisees. Or more, about 
the dull understanding of the disciples. He observes that Mark went to great pains to point out 
the disciples' ignorance and failure to grasp the Lord's teaching throughout His time with them. 

Perhaps, he says, Mark's preoccupation with their ignorance served to put a microscope on the 
fact that they simply would not get it until the Resurrection. 

It's true, I mumble in my seat. Nothing makes sense without the Resurrection. 

Nothing. 

 

Sitting in the Sun 

The sun sits a little higher now as 
spring approaches. The stained 
glass drops to seating level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week Eighteen 

I'm driving west on U.S. Highway 12 and the sun dances o the snow in the fields and it's only 
the second or third time all winter I've driven out here with snow. Once I'm out of town, I can see 
across the at prairie almost all the way to Marvin, and I'm looking for the bell tower in the 
distance. It'll be a few miles before it's visible, but I'm looking all the same. It rises well above 
the tree line but stands in a form distinct from the silos and grain elevators that emerge along 
the horizon. I anticipate the sight with some eagerness, ironic clanging symbol it has become of 
the quiet space of his presence that awaits me. 
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The brother greets me, opens my Psalter to the correct office and lays the red ribbon across the 
left hand page diagonally. Always, it seems, he stretches it across, always at the angle. While I 
can most often find the pages myself any more, it somehow makes me feel cared for when one 
of the monks locates the readings for me anyway. 

I notice it's quieter today, only the monks present. Tomorrow is Ash Wednesday and I imagine 
folks will turn out for the evening mass instead. I notice, too, the sun hits the stained glass 
higher, so the image is refracted at seat level. Spring is imminent. We've hardly had our winter. 
And I don't remember noticing the colors making this slow descent in recent weeks. 

I stay for lunch and we talk long about Mardi Gras and the King's Cake. It's a sweet, gooey 
mess on my plate and the brother tells me it's a Fat Tuesday tradition. If your piece has the 
baby in it, you'll have to host next year, he tells me. We laugh, and are all reassured that I don't 
likely have the baby in the small portion I'd taken on my plate. Don't worry about eating it, he 
says. You'll notice it. 

The brother has been here since 1958. We talk of the comings and goings of various priests 
and brothers, changes in the native missions, in the every day of the monastery. We speak of 
his moving stone sculptures in the hall outside the dining room, and I make a mental note to 
spend some time with them again on my way out. 

 

Week Nineteen 

I'm anxious to be here today, missing two weeks between weather and illness. A foot of snow 
has come and gone since I last drove through the hills. A foot of snow and a few days on my 
back. But it goes on the same as every day. I see only a small piece of this life here, am 
persuaded, mistakenly at times, that all I see is all it is. And yet, I also imagine that the every 
day rhythm takes away pointless urgency in the same way a weekly Sabbath allows a wider 
view -- at the same time narrower. If it's not all a scramble, what's truly urgent can be treated as 
such. What's not, well, that can be too. 

The psalmist in #74 laments the waiting. Waiting without knowing.  

We do not see our signs 
there is no longer any prophet  
and there is none among us who knows how long. 

The people have lost their seer. Their knower. Waiting is one thing when one sees the end, 
knows with reasonable certainty that things will turn. It is another entirely to wait in the dark, to 
have no one who will reassure of a certain hope. 

Wine pours into a chalice somewhere behind me. It's brief, but a sudden rush. We're waiting 
here in the quiet while the priest and brother prepare for the Eucharist. I notice the space again. 
This bread, this cup, they are prepared in our waiting. In our presence. It's neither hasty nor e 
cient. It requires our presence to be what it is. Absent the community, it is but wine in a chalice. 
Bread on a plate. But this bread and cup, it nourishes as flesh and blood come present together. 

And so we wait, present, together. 
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Week Twenty 

A pair of brothers and the abbot walk out the door as I come in and I have this sinking feeling in 
my belly. Another festival day I don't know about. I'm here at the wrong time. 

When will you learn the Christian year and holy days? I chide myself. 

One of the brothers greets me with a smile. I stop, ask if they're leaving. 

"Oh, yes. We're out of here." His informal expression amuses me. 

"Is there still day prayer right now?" I venture. 

"Of course," he assures. 

"Well then, I'm taking down your names," I said. 

He laughed and said that they would surely need me in there today, since they would all be 
gone. 

Oh, right. Of course. Because with my half hour a week of awkward, quiet pleasure in the pew, I 
could surely fill in for the 150 combined years of monastic life that just walked out the door. 

Teach me and I shall live. 

Somewhere in Psalm 119, maybe between vs. 153 and 160, as best as I can tell. It's 118 in the 
monks' Psalter, which is 119 in mine, and someday I really need to ask them which psalm is 
missing. And why. I can't match it up well enough against my various translations but that 
section seems as good as any. 

Teach me and I shall live. 

This quiet sense of desperation sometimes meets me there in my seat, and whenever we 
repeat this line I remember it. I'll die if he doesn't teach me how to live. I'm dying in a way 
already, I feel that in my bones some mornings when I awake. He teaches and I look the other 
way. Here, reminded, I look ahead. My eyes trace the crimson stain that bleeds on the edge of 
the grain of that one odd brick in the wall and somehow I know he is teaching me this life even 
as I sit here, still, out of place, in the quiet. 

Teach me and I shall live. 

The others partake of the sacramental elements and I stay where I am, preferring my place at 
the periphery. Listening. Not seeing, not touching. But feeling, yes. 

I hear the young priest, the one with the rich lilting voice, approach my place. His hand rests 
lightly my head while my knees rest bent against the wood. 

The Lord bless you and keep you, now and forever. 
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I consider the tender might carried in words that mean to call out blessing. My eyes burn at the 
words, at something I hear but cannot see. 

 

Week Twenty-One 

I don't see much here. I try not to look. Perhaps as invisible witness, I could take in every sight, 
peer into every corner. As it is, I often feel more surrounded by lit flares, already drawing misfit 
attention, and don't wish to be caught rubbernecking my whereabouts. 

Eyes ahead, I see the colors of the stained glass have dropped further still. They nearly reach 
the floor. When I began the journey months ago, they were far overhead. And I imagine they'll 
begin their ascent again soon. But how low will they fall first? 

So then I walk by sound, not by sight. Movement makes its way in a sort of clunky unison, not 
synchronized, but together. Hinged wooden seats thump as they rise and fall, kneelers drop to 
the floor, robes rustle. Heavy footsteps paired with shuffling ones trace their steps from one end 
of the chapel to the other, the length so needfully punctuated with a simplicity of empty, yet 
inhabited, time. Each sound nudges me to the next thing, nearly without thought or effort. 

The reading draws to its close and we join voices in the antiphon: 

My sheep listen to my voice; 
I know them, and they follow me. 

 

The Brothers' Poem 

Meaning no disrespect. But after today's prayers, what with the white robes and slight 
enough di erences in the liturgy to leave me scrambling for my place again, it felt rather 
like I'd been thrown a curve ball. 

 
 

The Brothers wore  
home jerseys, resurrected  
for a new Eastertide. 
The priest  
behind the plate  
hiked up gold  
vestmentsand signaled 
in Trinitarian fashion 
for a changeup. 
The organist shook off  
the sign and said  
there is nothing new 
under the liturgical sun,  
delivering a breaking ball  
at the knees. 
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Week Twenty-Two 

They catch me off guard, brothers in white robes. It's Eastertide, I realize, something I wouldn't 
readily know. 

And now I'm curious. 

The first week I was here, I'd have sworn the brothers, not just the priests, wore white robes. But 
the following week, and every week since then, they've been in black. I convinced myself I'd 
remembered that detail wrong but now I realize I came at the change of a liturgical season. And 
I'm reminded, losing count of how many times, of what I do not know. 

The organ is playing when I arrive. A prelude is unusual. I like the way it fills the space. There 
are small differences in the liturgy, a recitation with which I'm simply unfamiliar and cannot nd a 
rhythm to follow. I can't tell without making a substantial diversion if the others are using a book. 
The brother did not direct me to one when he assisted with my binders today. We sing a Gloria, 
and later we sing a sequence. In all, the sound today is vast and deep and it fills. 

But I am distracted. I arrived with thoughts churning, spinning, and I can't seem to reel them in. 
I'm reciting from 119 blindly, without thought. We're half done before I realize it. My thoughts 
settle in with 16, the remembrance that he is my portion, he's my cup, he's all of it. Pleasant 
places, yes. 

The Lord is my chosen portion and my cup; you hold my lot. 
The lines have fallen for me in pleasant places; indeed, I have a beautiful inheritance. 

But in the pause between, I look at the page. I look a second time, trying to remember if I've 
ever been here for 23. I haven't. I'm sure of it. 

The Shepherd's Psalm? I marvel that it's there on the page and wait impatiently through the 
antiphon. I've never felt so eager for the pause to end before. And yet it's not for a refusal to sit 
still. I simply want more than anything to be saying these words out loud. 

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. 
He makes me lie down in green pastures. 
He leads me beside still waters. 
He restores my soul. 

I'm to the side of the brothers, not hearing them behind me. At times, I'm hearing only my own 
voice, but the words that come, of green pastures, of still waters of a restoring work, it calms my 
bumbling soul in a way of such marked need. 

The mass ends with a murmur of Alleluia, Alleluia. How I regret having no time to stay for the 
meal. 
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Week Twenty-Three 

It's Wednesday. The week's been busy and I didn't get out yesterday. But today, at the last 
minute, I decide to take an extended lunch and make my way. 

I pull into the lot and it's full of cars. I tense up as I find a spot and park, way on the far end. It's 
Wednesday. Is Wednesday different? Is there something about this particular Wednesday I 
should know and don't? Should I go home? If I go in, will I walk into something where I don't 
belong? 

I sigh at myself, turn off  the car and set my phone and headset into the compartment. 

Once in the foyer, I see the sign welcoming a quilters' group on retreat. 

I slip through the foyer and into the chapel. It all appears very ordinary. I find my seat, open the 
book and greet the brother. He puts a hand on my shoulder and reminds me to stay for lunch. I 
can't. 

I hear commotion in the hall just before the bell and a mass of women -- the quilters, mostly 
middle aged to older -- jostle in and fill the first sets of pews. A couple of brothers assist them 
with the books. The presence of so many here unnerves me just a little, but it passes just as 
soon as it came with the way more persons softly fill the vast space here. 

As we sing a hymn, I smile to myself at the sound of women's voices in this place. It's not better 
than usual. It's not worse. It's simply a different, pleasing sound. 

What I most look forward to on this, for me, irregular day is the selection from the Psalter. I'm 
here for Wednesday's reading. Not Tuesday. 

Psalm 54 feels as fresh as the day it was penned. 

With a freewill offering I will sacrifice to you; 
I will give thanks to your name, O Lord, for it is good.  
For he has delivered me from every trouble, 
and my eye has looked in triumph on my enemies. 

The Gospel is read from John 3 and I remember that no matter where I go looking, where I ever  
find him, it all comes back to this. God so loved the world... 

The light has come into the world ...  

I'm staring at the floor following the dance of the green and orange and red stained glass light 
on the tile while words of Gospel truth dance in the cool air.  

And people loved the darkness rather than the light ...  

Just like that, the light shifts and vanishes from the floor and a grayness seems to cloak the 
space around me. 

Just like that. 
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Week Twenty-Four 

The irony of the journey strikes as early as the highway today. I'm running a few minutes late 
and now find myself pinned behind two pickups traveling well below the speed limit. Traffic from 
the west is heavy, so I can't pass. I feel anxious and notice myself tailgating. I drop back and 
sigh, conceding that I'll get there when I get there. Not sooner, not later. 

In the meantime, I'm where I am: lumbering along a two-lane stretch of highway in a black 
Dodge Journey, weaving through pastures and unplanted fields. These are worth attending to: 
the contrast between rich black soil in a field that's already been turned and the dry, gray crust 
on top of the next, like the wax coating over a jar of homemade preserves just waiting for 
someone to crack into it. 

I arrive, in time, already stilled. 

I'm seated beside a young Lutheran pastor here on retreat. His voice rings out above the others 
as we sing a hymn and I try to follow the notes of an unfamiliar melody. No matter since I can 
barely read music anymore. But I ponder the hymns bound in this blue volume, the single line of 
notes. No four-part harmony dotting lines of the staff . Is its absence for simplicity? Uniformity? I 
always find the harmony anyway; the melody dances a step or two out of my range. And it's 
fitting for me, in this place. But I try to keep it quiet, soft, uncertain of the reception of such 
diversity. 

Before we're seated, a reminder of our brokenness. I hear myself say it too often, yet not often 
enough. Even still, in the surround-sound of this stone chapel, to be wrapped in the sound of 
others calling aloud their own fissures, their own fractures, their own weakness ricocheting from 
one end to the other. It's good we'll be sitting soon enough, for it's not long that I can say these 
words -- hear these words -- and still stand. 

Lord, have mercy. 

 

Week Twenty-Five 

It's been a long time. Weeks. A full month. It just hasn't worked out. 

So today I drive the twisting ribbon of asphalt between fields now green. I realize that since I 
began this journey, the landscape has been brown. I know how long it's been when I see the 
tower on the horizon and the main structure stands out against the spring green backdrop. I've 
never seen it that way before. It has always blended, brown brick against dead brown. But 
today, it's green, and it's alive, and perhaps, so am I. 

I take my seat next to the kind civilian who often shares my row. He reaches for the binder and 
finds my place, points me to the right hymnal. Being so untested with the Christian year, I'm 
grateful. I haven't the slightest idea what week we're on, otherwise. There's some murmuring 
behind us, and a few snickers, as the brothers share in low voices that the priest will be using a 
new canon today and they are urged to just mumble along if needed. The small, gentle Father 
arrives, handing the booklets to the priests who are present so they can accompany during the 
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Mass. I smile, sensing for the first time that I am not alone in my lostness, at least for these few 
moments today.  

The five minute bell has already rung, and now the half-past. The organist leans from his seat 
looking for the priest. In the moment it took for him to slip out of the chapel, the flawless order 
I've experienced every time since my arrival is gone. The murmuring, the chuckling, now the 
disappearance of the priest and surprising late start. None has ever seemed awkward with the 
pausing before, but this seems to set everyone in the room just a little on their edges. And 
nearly every one has a sly glint or smirk to show for it. 

I imagine my eyes sparkle too, so very glad to have returned, on this day of all days. 

This morning, I found comfort in my own Psalter, reading David's  #26 and his challenge to God 
to test him, try him, prove him. I knelt there asking the same wrestling such questions over my 
direction, am I inside or outside the lines? As I read the scheduled Psalm from the shepherd-
king, I sensed I'd be permitted to say along with him, "my foot stands on level ground." And now, 
here we are, reading #17 together, David again bearing witness to the testing, the trying, the 
visiting even in the dark of night, and finding his "feet have not slipped." 

Today I follow the others to the altar for the Eucharist. I cannot yet explain the cause, but I do 
know the effect. I know I can't partake. And they are quite happy to have me come or stay, 
according to my comfort. Why it seems important today, I don't know. But I go. In the standing 
there, waiting, I recognize I'm asking the priest to bless me. If I stay in my seat, even with knees 
bent against the hard wood, he may stop at my place, and he may not. We both know, either 
way is good. Neither way is bad. By joining the brothers at the altar, I ask, in a sort of bound-up 
bold humility. And indeed, I receive a blessing, not my own terms. 

 

Week Twenty-Six 

The visit is bittersweet. 

Yesterday I read news of the Abbey's upcoming closing. Today I come eager to make the most 
of the remaining weeks. I don't realize this will be my last visit, at the halfway mark of my 
intended 52-week pilgrimage. 

I don't foresee the way a storm will complicate my schedule in coming days, precluding the trip. 
And I don't foresee the way I will later feel about standing at the altar, in half-circle with men of 
uncertain futures. 

Standing there, listening to the Mass, I look from one to the next. And I wonder if they've started 
counting down, if they reflect on their years together, day after day after day in that same 
formation. Do they consider how many times they've shared the peace of Christ with the man to 
their right, or to their left? 

More than ever, as I look back on those moments, I feel as though I've stepped into a sacred, 
intimate space -- me, the outsider looking for just a little more room, a little more quiet, a little 
more something they hold so firmly yet so generously in their aging hands. 
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They have welcomed me without knowing me. They have taught me without telling me. They 
have given me a wide expanse without knowing what I sought. 

And so I leave them to their conclusions. To their transitions. 

I take with me the silence and space they have given me and leave it open here in the clamor of 
my noisy life. 

God knows, I got what I came for. 
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